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CHAPTER III. 
*SELECl ION OF POWE f{ PLANT AND FQUl PMF:NT FOR 
STONr': QUARHtES PI IOW /-\. 
,It is the purpose of this report to discuss the principles gov-
erning the selection and installation of the engine and boiler 
plants which furnish the power required for quarrying and 
crushing stone, as practiced genemlly in Iowa quarries. 
The writer has 'assumed ,that in the ,election 'of the power 
producing apparatus the following . re<)uirements exist : All 
machinery must be (J) simple in design, (2) strong in construc-
tion, (3) reliable in aetion, (4) reasonable in first cost,and (5) 
readily handled by men of ordinary intelligence ,and some me-
chanical aptitude. 
Economy of operation should also receive some attention but 
since the operation of the plant is limited to the op~n season, 
economy is not of 'as much importa.nce as the other requirements 
first named . 
The Power House. 
The building in which the engines and boilers and accessories 
are placed need no't be elaboroateor expensive, but should be so 
constructed as to protect the machinery and its attendants from 
the weather while the p lant is in nse, should protect the machin-
ery from meddling pel'sonsand the wealther while the plant is not 
in use and should be so located, and the machinery so arranged 
therein, that ,the capacity of the pl'ant can be increased by addiilg 
to the existing building. Plenty of light and controllable ven-
tilation .are v'ery desirable in the power house. If the quarry 
is large and likely to be worked for several seasons, it will pay 
to put up a substantial power house. The use of stone, as 
*Seealso Iowa 0eological Suevey. \' 0 J. Xl\' , p. 34~ . 
( 11);' ) 
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masonry or concrete, naturally suggeS'ts 'itself and a good roof, 
doors and windows to he shuttered ,and barred during the winter 
should be included. 
Machinery . 
This consists usna lly of engines, hoilers and tacks, and feed-
pumps or injectors. For most Ioealities feed water purifiers 
should be added to the list. If crush ing is no't a part ,of the 
business, the boiler, which furnishes steam to the drill, is ,the 
principal item 'of equ ipment. Undoubted ly future practice will 
develop the use ,of the gaR or gasoline engine for driving the 
crusher and ,air-compressor for drilling. 
BOI LERI'. 
The most satisfactory ,all -around boiler is the well known hori-
zontal return tubular boilershoWD wi.thout the brick work and 
castings in Fig. 1, alll1 plate XXVI. Fig. 1 rep resents ,a boiler 
adapted to snspensi'on, to whieh reference i ; made below. For 
I owa ('oa l as fuel ,the hoiler shou lrl have rC'IHtiYel~' long tubes, 
PIO. 1- Boller with dome, shell extended 10 1' ru II f"ont, wrou/.:Ilt iron hinges. 
---- --------
---
PLATE XXVI-Domeless boiler with nozzles, shell extended and tltted with flue door and up-take for half arch front, manho le exp osed , 
cast iron lugs. Can be suspended. 
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SELECTION OF POWEH PLA NT8 . 
should be set high above the grates, should have liberal grate 
surface and ·be connect ed to a stack ,of ample capacity. 
Tubes four inches in diameter should be eighteen feet long 
and three land one-half inch tubes should be sixteen feet long. 
Tubes smaller than four inches lare not advisable for natural 
draft with Iowa coals, on account ·of the excessive soot accumu-
lation in smaller tubes. 
The grate surface should be liberal so as to permit the use ·of 
slack or the carrying of a heavy enough fire of lany grade of Iowa 
coal to compel a thorough mixture of ,the air and combustible 
gases ·of the fuel. 
Twelve square feet of water heating surface per boiler horse 
power, ·and one square foot of grate surface to each forty square 
feet of heating surface will be found satisfactory. Rocking and 
dumping grates are very desirable. 
Automatic stokers are not practicable in plants for quarries 
in Iowa. Most boiler shells are too near the fire for the eco-
nomical use of Iowa coal. A seventy-two-inch boiler should be 
not less than thirty-six inches above the grate. The following 
table contains approved dimensions for boilers of this type for 
shells from forty-eight inches to seventy-two inches in diameter, 
and from sixteen feet to eighteen feet in length, with four-inch 
tubes: 
T ABLE GIVI~G DTMENSIO NS FOR BOILE RS. 
I 66 in . Diameter of boiler . ... .. ..... .... ! 48 in . 54 in. 60 in . 72 in . 
Nu mber of tu bes ...... .. ......... 24 36 44 54 68 
Dianlekr of t ubes ..... .. ...... . . . 4 in. 4 in . 4in . 4in . 4 in . 
Thickness of shell . . . .. .. . .. .. . ... . . Tif 'D. Ifj6 in . . . Tlf l D. i in . tin. 
Thickness of head .... ....... . . .. . 7 • 16 lll . tin . t in . t in. n . TIj 1n . 
Braces above tu bes ...... .. . ...... l~ 20 30 30 40 
Braces below tu hes .............. . 4 4 4 4 8 
Si7.e of steam pipe ............. . . 3t in . 4 in . H in. 5 in. 6 in . 
Size of feed pipe ..... . .... . ... . .. H in. H in . H in . It in . Hin . 
Size of blow-off p ipe .... . . .. . . ... 2 in. 2 in. 2 in. 2t in. 2tin . 
sq. feet sq. feet sq . feet sq. feet sq . feet 
H eating surface . . . . .. { 16 feet ... 520 715 864 1042 1325 sq. feet sq. feet sq . feet sq. feet sq . fee t 
18 fpet . . . 585 805 972 1270 1490 {Hi feet ... 43.3 59.5 n 87 110 Rated horse power . . . 18 feet ... 48 .7 67 81 90 124 
sq. feet sq . feet sq. feet sq . feet sq . feet 
p6 fe·et . . . 14 ]8 21.6 30 33 
Grate surface . ....... t sq . feet sq. feet sq. feet sq. feet sq. feet 
18 feet .. 15.8 22 24 .3 33 39.6 
Diameter of 60-foot stack . . .... . . . 24 in . . j 27 in . 30 in. 33 in. 36 in. 
BOILERS. 
Herewith is a standard" Specifica:tion" for boilers ·of the same 
type, based upon the practice recommended by the Hartford 
Steam Boiler Inspection and Insur,ance Company. 
S PECIFI CATIONS FOH HORIZONTAL HETUHN 'r U BU LAR BOILEH, 72 IN CHES BY 
18 FEET. 
WoRKIN G PH £ SS URE. 125 Pm· Nos . 
Type.-Ho~i~ontal return tubular. 
Dimensions.-Seventy-two inches in diameter, eighteen feet 
long from outside to outside of heads, with smoke extensions 
eighteen inches long continuous with shelL Thickness of shell, 
three-eighths inch, of head, one-half inch. 
Material.-Best open hearth flange steel, having a tensile 
strength of not less than 57,000 nor more than 62,000 pounds, 
and deductility corresponding to 56 per cent reduction of area 
and 25 per cent of longation. All plates in finished boiler to 
show stamp with name of maker, quality and tensile strength. 
Riveting.-Triple riveted butt-joints for longitudinal seams 
and single riveted lap joints for girth seams. 
Tubes and Braces.-Sixty-eight tubes, four (4) inches in di-
ameter, eighteen feet long, bes't lap welded or seamless drawn, 
carefully and properly expanded with Dudgeon expander and 
beaded at each end. Braces: Forty braces above tubes and four 
below tubes, the former crow foot form, flat or round, of not 
less than one square inch in area at smallest section, the latter 
11,4 inches in diameter, with up-set ends for 1Y2 inch thread at 
front and crow-foot connections at back, with turned bolt 1 1-16 
inch diameter. No brace less than 3 feet 6 inches long. 
Details of tube sheet lay-out to be according to practice recom-
mended by the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection ,and Insurance 
Company. 
8upports.-Two lugs on each side. Front lugs to rest on cast 
iron plates, others on rollers and plates to permit of expansion. 
All plates 12 by 12 by 11/2 inches . . Rollers 1 inch diameter, 9 
inches long, three at each plate. Or two suspension loops on 
each side, of 1% inch round iron securely riveted to shell. Col-
umns and double channels for overhead suspension, with equal-
izing I-b'eam at back end. See plate XXVII. 
Const1'uction.-N 0 dome. Shell in three rings, each ring 
formed from la ·single sheet, horizontal seams ,above the fire 
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and' to break joints. Heads machine flanged, rivet holes drilled 
or punched and reamed, ,tube holes drilled or bored. 
Openings.-Two man-holes, 11 by 15 inches in top ·of shell, 
10 by 15 inches in front head, under tubes . One ,and one-half 
inch feed-water pipe, internal from front head over tubes. 
Blow-off flange 21j2 inches. Steam nozzle 5 inches, near back 
end, ·safety valve nozzle 4 inches, near fr·ontend. Both nozzles 
flanged ,and fitted with companion flange.s for screwed pipes of 
same size as nozzles. 
Castings.-Fronts. Ornamental three-quarter arch for over-
hanging extension. Fronts designed to 'ailow not less than 
42 inches between grate and boiler shell and to have fire-door 
frames for 8-inch wall. Tight fitting fir·e, lash-pit and smoke 
extension doors, saddle for breaching connection with balanced 
butterfly damper. Eight wall binders, binder rods, anchor rods 
for front, soot door and ·skeleton frames for fire brick arch at 
back. Uptake 14 by 60 inches. Rocking dumping grates of 
approved design to work from front 'of boiler. 
Fittings .-Eight-inch brass steam gauge, combination water 
column, 4-inch pop :safety valve, I1j2-inch check and Sltop valves 
and 21j2-inch asbestos blow-off cock. 
Insp ection and Test.-Before shipment test with cold water at 
175 pounds per square inch ,and furnish certificate of inspection 
from the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection ,and Insurance Com-
pany, and insurance policy in the same company for one year. 
AL'rERNATE SPE CIFICATIONS FOR BOILER 66 IN CHES BY 18 FEET. 
Complying with specifications for the 72-inch boiler, except 
as follows: 
Diameter, 66 inches. Length, outside to outside, 18 feet. 
Thickness of shell, %-inch. Riveting, double riveted lap for 
longitudinal seams. 
Fifty-four tubes, 4 inches by 18 feet. 
Braces above tubes, 34. 
Braces below tubes, 4. 
Uptake, 12 by 54 inches. 
Steam pipe, 41f2-inch. Safety valve, 31f2-inch. 
Blow-off, 2-inch. 
Feed pipe, I1j2-inch. 
CAPACITIES IN HORSE-POWER OF CHIlVlN.EYt:l. lIil 
ALTERNATE SPECIFICATIONS FOR BOILER 60 INCHES BY 18 FEET . 
C'Omplying with ,th~specificati'Ons f'Or the 72-inch b'Oiler, ex-
cept as f'Oll'Ows: 
Diameter, 60 inches. Length, 'Outside to 'Outside, '18 feet. 
Thickness of shell, 5-16 inch. Riveting, d'Ouble riveted lap f'Or 
I'Ongitudinal seams. 
F'Orty-f'Our tubes, 4 inches by 18 feet. 
Braces ab'Ove tubes, 30. 
Braces bel'Ow tubes, 4. 
, Uptake, 12 by 42 inches. 
Steam pipe, 4-inch. Safety valve, 3lj2-inch. 
BI'Ow-'Off, 2-inch. 
Feed pipe, l1,4-inch. 
C'Omplete ,specificati'Ons and setting plans for any size 'Of 
h'Oriz'Ontal return tubular b'Oiler can be had by ,applying t'O the 
Hartf'Ord Steam B'Oiler Inspec.ti'On and Insurance ,C'Ompany. 
In the judgment 'Of the writer, they sh'Ould be m'Odified al'Ong 
the lines suggested in the ab'Ove specificati'Ons. 
The capacity of >the stack depends UP'On its cr'Oss-secti'Onal 
area, its height, the temperature inside land 'Outside and general 
atm'Ospheric c'Onditi'Ons. 
The table given bel'Ow, adapted fr'Om ,a m'Ore c'Omplete table in 
Sn'Ow's "Steam B'Oiler Practice," -p. 236, gives the capacities 
in h'Orse P'Ower 'Of chimneys 'Or stacks 'Of vari'Ous heights and 
diameters f'Or 'Ordinary c'Onditi'Onsas t'O 1emperature ,'Of ,the h'Ot 
gases 'and f'Or ,average ,atm'Ospheric c'Onditi'Ons. 
TABLE SHOWING CAPACITIES IN HORSE-POWER OF CHIMNEYS. 
, 
OJ 
'" '" '" '" 
.~ .. ~S • .<:1 ~f&~ oS ... ", 
· .... a.lO 'O~ ..... t:l('jrn~ 
Height of Chimney in Feet 
~ 
L8 0.97 25 29 I .. ... ..... , .. . , ..... "" ." ." .. 
24 2.08 54 62 ... , ... . ...... " . ... , .... .. ' 
30 3.58 92 107 119 ... , . . ,' , . ... . , ",. , ' 
36 5.47 
42 7.76 
~8 10.44 
.54 13.51 
60 16.98 
R4 34.76 
I 
... ,1.41 .. .. 
1 
~~~ I ~~~ ~~ ••• 's i 6'" 
. , .... , •.• . , ... ... " .. 1 3~8 389 426 
. .. , •. , .. , .. , .... ..... I 449 503 551 
: .. . . . . , .... . .. . . .. . ... : ii65 632 692 I' . , ..... ,. '1' " .. , . .. . '1' ... , ...... 1294 _I 1418 _ 
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A substantial brick stack is better than an un1ined steel stack 
such as is commonly furnished with boilers, but a self support-
ing steel stack lined ,to the top with brick is Jonsidered good 
and costs somewhat less than an all-brick stack. 
],or Iowa feed-water the boiler should be made as accessible 
as possible for interior examination and cleaning. To this end. 
a man-hole below as well as above the tubes is a necessity. 
A dome is not desirable, <and its cost {)an be saved by omitting 
it from the specifications. 
The feed-water should be introduced at the front anli above 
the tubes, below the water line, through a pipe extenriing to 
within two feet of the baek head, and discharged downwards 
between the tubes and the shell. 
The boiler should preferably be hung on columns by means of 
equalizing levers and hangers, so as to keep the shell free from 
strains due to settling of the brick work. 
A method of hanging a shell boiler which can be applied to 
a boiler of any size is shown in plate XXVII as designed by the 
writer for a 54-inch boiler, 16 feet long. 
Plate XXVIII shows the standard setting plans for a 72-inch 
by IS-f.oot boiler. For -other sizes the thickness of wall..; would 
be the same, but the general dimensions would conform to the 
size of the boiler shell. The overhanging front shown is better 
than the flush front. Two lugs on each side would be better than 
three, as shown. 
Size of Boiler.- The boiler must be large enough to drive the 
engine and the drills. The information needed must be obtained 
from the builders of the machines and a margin allowed. for 
poor coal or fireman or both. It is impossible to state a general 
rule for determining the size of the boiler except twelve square 
feet of water heating surface equals one horse-power of boiler 
capacity for this class of work. 
BOILER FEEDING. 
The most reliable boiler feeder is a direct acting si ngle or 
duplex pump a illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 and plate XXIX. 
The exhaust therefrom can be used to help in the heating- of the 
feed-water as explained later. A second pump, or an injector, 
Rhould be install ed in reserve. 
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J,j 
FIG. 2-Type of boile r feed-pump , duplex . 
The use of cold feed-water, where it can be heated by other-
wise waste heat, is uneconomicaL It is perfectly practicable 
by means of exhaust steam from the auxiliary engines (pumps), 
or the main engine, to heat the feed-water to 200 degrees F., 
or even 210 degrees F. This will effect a saving of 10 per cent 
or more in ,the fuel consumed by the boiler. 
os 
FIG. a-DuPlex pump In section , 
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The use of cold feed-water is also bad for the boiler, because 
of sudden strains thrown upon the shell plates and seams, 
which Jessen the life of the boiler. 
Feed-water heaters can be built so that they will -act as puri-
fiers, thus counteracting in ,a measure, the "hardness" of the 
feed-water. 
The cost of ,a heater ,and purifier is insignificant compared 
with the saving effected by its installation -and use. 
When waste heat is applied to the feed-water the saving which 
may be effected is given by the following table: 
TABLE GIVING PERCENTAGE OF FUEL SAVED BY HEAT[Nc+ 
FEED-WATER. 
(Steam Pressure, 80 Pounds . ) 
l~~t~~~_ 1 Temperature of Water Entering Boiler-Degrees F. 
a~~ie~f - 1-60-0 --;", - 18-00-",-2'-00-0 , 2020 l - ;40 I 2060 , 2~ ', -~- 2120 
I 
40° F ... I 10.23 11.93 13.64 13.81 1:1.87 l·Ui) 14.:{2 14.49 L4.66 
50° F .. . 9.46 11.18 12.90 13.07 13. 24 IS..!l 14.58 13.i5 13.92 
600 F ... 8.67 10.40 12.13 1:.!.31 12.48 1:2.65 12.83 13.00 13.17 
700 F ... ' 7.87 9.62 11.37 11.54 11 .72 11.8\1 12.06 12.24 12.41 
80° F ... 7.08 8.85 10.61 10.78 10.\:).1 J 1.12 11.29 11.46 11.63 
, I 
There ,are many forms of exhaust feed-water heaters on the 
market. They may be classified 'as open heaters and closed 
heaters. 
Fig. 4 shows in diagram the essential features of the open 
heater and Fig. 5 those of the closed heater. 
Two principal differences ,are noted. In the open heater the 
steam and the feed-water ,are in -contact and the feed-water 
is not under pressure. In the closed heater the steam and the 
feed-water are under pressure. 
In general there are claimed for the 'open heater the following 
principal ,advantages : 
1. The open heater is ,essentially more efficient than the 
closed heater, because the steam which furnishes the heat comes 
into intimate contact with the water ,to be heated, and the re-
sulting temperature of the latter is higher than can be in the 
case of the closed heater, wherein all heat transfer must be 
effected through metal partitions which offer some resistance 
FUEL :-4AVEI> BY J-IEATIN(i, Ili7 
to such transfer. With water free from . cale-forming solids 
and from grease, tl:tis resistance is practically negligible where 
the metal partitions are of dean copper, but in the majority of 
cases the feed-walter is far from pure and the conductivity of 
the metal partitions is seriously impaired hy scale' and grease. 
1(£/'10VA8LE 
TROUGh'S 
WATER GLASS 
TULlER SP/iC£O 
£;rH"f//sr.5rE/i/'1 
FIG 4-0pen I'e.'d-water h earer, 
2. The ,open heater, as usually eonstl'uctell (See Fjg. +), i" 
provided with pans, trays -or troughs over which ,the feed-water 
passes at a low velocity, depositing thereon much of the scale-
forming matter; in fact, a portion of the scale is deposited 
in the heater instead of in the boiler. This partial purification 
is effeeted without impairing the efficiency of the heater. In 
the closed he,atel' the deposition of the sra le on the metal pa,l"ti-
tion is ohjedionahle as above state ll. 
3. If, for any reason, the exhaust ste-am of the main engine 
is otherwise utilized, the exhaust steam from the feed pump 
and other ,auxiliaries can be used in either style of heater. In 
either case most or all of it will be condensed by ,the feed-water . 
In the open heater this results in 'a direct saving in the amount 
of water required for the plant. 
4. In the open heater .the air in the feed-water is largely 
liberated by the heat and passes off with 'the exhaust steam. 
In general the rloseo heater should be used if the water is very 
<7 
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FIG. 6. 
FIG. 5-C1osed feed-water beater. 
free from mineral impurities or -contains only those impurities 
which will not precipitate at the temperatures .3Jttainable with 
exhaust feed-water heaters. 
If the closed heater is ll sed it shoul d be placed in the main 
exha ust pipe and the feed-wate r may be handled with an inje0tor 
109 
arranged to deliver to the boiler through the heater, thus saving 
the difference in cos't between ,a pump and ,an injector. All 
things taken intoaccolmt, the 'Open heater will best meet the 
needs of the plants under consideration. 
In seleeting ,an open heater the following features should be 
required : 
1. A separator, either as an integral part of the heater itself, 
as indicated in Fig. 4:, ,or as a separate lappliance in the main 
exhaust pipe, or in each of the exhaust pipes of all engines dis-
charging their exhaust through the heater. The former design 
is preferred. 
2. A reservoir 'or receiver for the heated water, so designed 
that the water is kept hot until withdrawn by the pump. One 
way of constructing such a reservoir is ,shown in Fig. 4. The 
exhaust steam passes through a number ,of ,tubes surrounded by 
the feed-water. 
3. The reservoir should be capacious 'Und provided with 
blow-off, overflow and water glass. The feed pump connection 
should be a few inches above the blow-off. 
4. A large heating and purifying chamber containing pans, 
trays or troughs so arranged that the cold feed-water shall flow 
over all of them in order ,that the exhaust steam shall be com-
pelled to come in contact with the water on every 'tray. 
5. The trays should be readily removable and of sueh con-
struction that the accumulation of scale thereon can be knocked 
off or picked off without injury ,to the trays. 
It is a good plan to extract ,the grease from the exhaust steam 
used for heating the feed-water, because most cylinder oils are 
injurious to a boiler when allowed to accumulate therein. 
FIRING. 
A bad fireman is a poor investment, even if he pay for the 
privilege of firing, and a good fireman is 'a jewel. In spite of the 
extensive use of automatic Istokers in large plants, it remains 
a fact tha't intelligent hand firing is more economicaJ than 
machine firing for most plants. The secret 'of good firing is in 
seeuring the right amount of air at all points in the fire. The 
top of the stack is a good indicator of the economy of the fire 
box. ann a win<l ow in the roof of ,the boiler room, with a man 
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under it who ,,-ill look up, are useful adjunob,; to any boi ler 
I'oom. , 
For the proper handling of his fuel the fireman should have 
. knowledge of its properties. Fm the information of users of 
Iowa coal the following discussion will be found of value: 
Iowa coals are almost entirely bituminous · and non-coking. 
"In nearly all cases ordinary breakage of coal Jlields more or 
less of cubical blocks of varying size" which are much broken 
up by transportation and weathering. The amount -of break:-
age depends also upon whether the "long wall" or "shooting" 
method of mining is used. In the former the coal is undermined 
and broken off by sebtling of the roof or wedged down, and 
in the latter the coal is removed by drilling and blasting. The 
latter process breaks up the coal very thoroughly and is a 
quicker process, but lessens ,the value of the product. 
An average of 64 analyses by the State Geologist give-s the 
following chemical compolsition : 
*Moisture . .. . .. . .. . . ... ............... .. ... . . 
Fixed carbon ...... . . ... . .. .... . . .. . . .. .. ... . .... .. . . ..... . . . . 
Volatile matter...... .... .. .. . .. .. . .. ...... . 
Ash ....................... . .. .. .. . .. . . ..... . ... . .......... .. . . 
8.57 
45.42 
:~9 . 24 
0.77 
100.00 
Analyses of coal from ] 6 mines 111 the Des Moines River dis-
trict give: 
* *MoistuI'P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 .08 
Fixed carbon .. .. . . . . . ... .. . ... . . ... . ........ .. .. . . .. . . . ... . . .. 45.60 
Volati le matter ....... . . . ..... . ......... .. . . . .. . . ... . .... . . . .. . :~8.14 
Ash ... ........... .. ....... .. ... . ... .. .. .. .. .... ........ . ... ... 8.18 
100 .00 
Su lphur ....... . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .... . .................. .. ..... ... 3.42 
or on the basis of oven dried samples, 
.* *Fixed carbon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49. 6~ 
Volatile matt.er...................... . .. .... .. ..... ..... . .. 41.49 
Ash ...................... .... . . . . ................ . .. . . . . . .. . .. 8 .89 
100.00 
Su lphur ........ ..... : ........... .. .................. .... ...... 3.12 
• Steam Boiler Economy, Kent. page 74 . 
•• F. M. Weakly, The Iowa Engineer, June , 1902 . 
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In 1901-02, a't the Iowa State College, Mr. F. M. 'Weakly 
made a study of the chemical compositions Of Iowa co,als, from 
which the following is quoted: 
"The moisture in Iowa coals varies (for the coals tested) 
from 4.03 to 17.47, the ,average being 8.08. This moisture is 
high, as compared with that in co'als of 'other state,s. 
, 'Eliminating moisture from our comparis'ons, in volatile 
matter the Iowa coals are rich, varying from 36.94 to 48.69, 
with ·an average of 41.49. 
"The fixed carbon ranges from 44.86 to 54.91, with an aver-
age of 49.62, slightly lower than that of many coals from other 
states. 
"Total eom bustibles are high, running from 84.88 to 95.91, 
with an average 'of 91.11. 
, 'Ash is low, being from 4.09 ,to 15.12, with an ,average of 
8.89. 
"Sulphur is high, from 2.27 ,to 7.41, with ,an average of 3.72. 
"The co'als high in sulphur are also high in ash." 
Concurrently with the work of Mr. Weakly, Messrs. Austin 
and Peshak, under the direction of the writer, determined the 
calorific poweI'S of samples ·of eoal from twenty or more mines 
from the same dis,tric,t, fourteen of ,the samples being the same 
as used by Mr. Weakly. 
The following! table exhibits the results of the work of 
Messrs. Austin and Peshak: 
CALORIFIC POWER OF IOWA COALS AND OTHER FUELS. 
PER POUND OF DRY FUEL. 
B. T . u . 
Slack coal, Marquisville, Iowa.... . . . .. . ..... . .......... . .. . .. 10574 . 
Spring Valley, III... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ........ . .. . ...... 12608 
West Virginia screenings . ..... . ......... " .... . ... .. . ...... .. . 11361 
Lumsden Coal and Mining Company. . . . . . . . .. . . ......... .... . 12097 
Des Moines Coal and Mining Company ....... . ..... . . . .. .. . .. " 12041 
Whitebreast Fuel Company, Hilton, Iowa .................. . ... 12396 
Whitebreast Fuel Company, Pekay, Iowa ....... ..... . .. . ... .. . ]3050 
Hocking Valley Coal Company, Mine No.1 . ... . ... . . . ... . ... . . 12037 
Hocking Valley Coal Company, Mine No.2 .... ..... ...... . .. .. 125fiO 
Lumsden Coal Company, Bloomfield, Iowa . . ..... . .. .. . ' " .... 13204 
Kalo, Iowa .. .. ...... .. . . ............ .. . ........... .. ......... 10451 
Centerville Block Coal Company . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12681 
Eldon Coal and Mining Company, Laddsdale . . . ............... 13141 
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Consolidated Coal Company, Buxton, No . lO ...... . .. .. ...... . 12030 
Consolidated Coal Company, Buxton, No. 11 .. . .. . .... . . . . . . .. 10585 
Lod wick Brothers COoll Company, Mystic.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12780 
Carbon Coal Company, Willard..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12245 
Crewe Coal Mining Company, Boone ... . ... . . . . . .............. 12729 
Corey Coal Company, Lehigh ....... . .. . . . .... . . .. . . . .......... 12431 
Platt Pressed and Fire B rick Company, Van Meter. . . . . . . . . . . .. 1194] 
Jasper County Coal and Mining Company, Colfax .... . . . ... .. . 12134 
Empire Coal Company . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10881 
A. A. Conway Coal Company ... . . . . . . . .. . . ... . .... . . . ... ... . . 10132 
Anthracite coal ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. . 12532 
Crude petroleum, Beaumont, Texas . .... .... ... ........ .. ... . .. 19000 
Crude petroleum, Chanute, Kansas .................. . . ..... . .. 19 .. 88 
Lamp black.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. .. . ........... .. ... 14467 
CALORIMETEK TESTS. 
In the subjoined table are presented the heating values and 
in some cases other information obtained from samples of Iowa 
coal gathered from boiler rooms and car lots as delivered to 
consumers. The Parr Standard Coal Calorimeter was used in 
the calorimetric determinations. 
Proximate Analysis 
- ----
B. T. U. Carbon Designation County Grade per lb . 
Dry Coal Ash Moist- Sul-
VOla-\ . ure phur tile F,xed 
-- --
I 
35 . ± I 37 .8 1 16 .0 Smoky HolloII' . 'I' .. ..... . Steam .. 9719 10.8 
Anchor .. . . .. .... . . . . .. . .. Dteam .. 9963 33.0 ' 41.7 . 15 .3 10.0 
Anchor . ........ 1 .. ... .... Lu mp .. 11027 30 .7 45 .0 I 16 .0 8.2 1) .03 
Roseland ...... . .. . .. ..... Dteam . . 8594 30.7 41.2 1 }.').7 11.2 
Avery . . . . .. . . . . , .. . .. .... Seam .. 9655 34.4 39.5 1.').0 11.0 
Colfax .. . . . .... . Jasper . . Steam .. 10742 30.8 41.5 . 16 .2 I 11. 5 
Flint Brick ...... Polk . ... Steam . . 9l:J52 30. 1 39.5 1 16.2 ' 13.0 
Norwoodvill e ... . Polk ... . Steam .. , 10479 32 .3 38.4 15.0 14.2 
Mammoth Vein Marion. Lump . . 1 10019 33.1 37.4 ! 15 .2 14.2 4 .00 
Gibson Coal 
Mining Co Po lk .... Lump .. 1 10244 iln.9 31).1 I 14.0 13.8 6.15 
Centerville B lk -_[ Appa- I 
I noose. Lump .. ' 10723 a5.5 39.3 10.9 14.0 4.26 
Inland Fuel Co.. Lucas . . Lump .. 10242 30.4 41.4 I 12.6 15.a 3.19 
*Johnson, 9 ..... Boone .. Slack . .. 7363 22.1 26 .1 40.1 11.7 
J ohnson, 5 .. .. .. Boone .. Lump .. 11412 27.7 41.6 15.2 15 .3 
Rogers, 3 ... Boone .. Slack ... 7463 20 .4 26.1 41.2 12.0 
H eaps & Crowe, 1 Boone .. Lump . . 9905 27.8 32.9 26.0 1a.3 
H eaps & Crowe, 4 Boone . . Slack ... 7588 14. 8 31.2 42.0 12.0 
Marq uisville . ... . 1 Polk . ... Nut .... 11136 30 .0 4il.5 20 .6 5.8 . 
*The number of cars of each kind from which samples were obtained is indicated by the 
numerals . 
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In 1900 boiler tests at the Iowa State College gave ,the re-
sults exhibited in the table below: 
TABLE SHOWING . COST OF FUEL AND OF STEAM. 
Kind of Fuel 
Marquisvi lle slack ..... . ... . . . .. .. ...... ... ........ . ... . ....... $1.43 14.9 cents 
Marquisville steam .. . . .. ....... ... .. . . .. . . ... . . . ......... . . . -.. 2.35 21.2 cents 
Marquisville nut .. .. . . ....... .. . . .. ..... . ..... . .. ... .... . .. . ... 2.54 21.5 cents 
Marquisville lump .. ... . .. . . . . . . . .......... ... . . ............. . 2.28 24 .0 cents 
Coke, eastern foundry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.00 60.4 cents 
Anthracite nut. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 8.95 1)2.8 cents 
The interesting features ·of ,these results are the prohibitive 
cost of anthracite and coke and the advantage of slack over the 
better grades of coal from the same mine. 
It is evident that transportation charges will materially change 
the ~elative values 'of coal for steam generation. It is also true 
that the method of handling, the design of ,the boiler setting 
and the character of the fuel itself as to ash, sulphur and 
moisture will materially influence the cost of generating ,a unit 
quantity of steam. 
Methods of Firing.-Frequent and small charges of fuel in-
telligently distributed will enable the burning of the poorest 
fuel with a minimum of smoke and a maximum of economy 
even in furnaces which are not ideal in their construction. 
Slack and steam coal should be fired in thin beds, three to six 
inches, and lump coal ten ,to twelve inches, and 1he fires should 
not be disturbed too often by shaking or poking. 
'Vetting the fuel before firing is sometimes useful · in pro-
moting coking and preventing the carrying off small particles of 
unburned coal. 
Flues should be frequently cleaned by ,scraping or blowing 
with steam or air. A steam jet over the fire is useful when the 
coal is freshly fired, but is detrimental ,at other times. If 
used continuously the loss of heat in the steam is appreciable, 
and being useless, is inexcusable. 
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The ideal conditions for combustion exist when the air sup-
ply is from one and ,one-half to two times the theoretical 
amount and when the same is thoroughly mixed with the com-
bus,tible portion of the fuel ~t a temperature equal to or greater 
than the temperature of ignition. These conditions can be very 
nearly attained for Iowa coal if the principles of the boiler and 
the furnace design and operation above enumerated ,are fol -
lowed. 
ENGINES. 
The selection 'of an engine is not governed by rules so much 
as by the individual judgment of the purchaser. Consequently, 
engines vary more in detail than boilers of the type above dis-
cussed. 
The writer is of the opinion that up to 100 horse power the 
moderate speed throttling or automatic engine will best meet 
the needs of quarrymen. For either type the following general 
proportions should be observed: 
Diameter of steam pipe equal to one-,third cylinder diameter. 
Diameter of exhaust pipe equal to one-half cylinder diameter. 
Diameter of piston rod equal to one-sixth cylinder diameter. 
Diameter of shaft equal to one-half cylinder diameter. 
Diameter of crank pin equal to one-third to one-half cylinder 
diameter. 
Length of connecting rod equal to three times length of stroke. 
The effective power of a single cylinder, high or medium 
speed engine can be calculated by use of the formula: 
Horse power = O.002x LxA x N wherein 
L = length of stroke in feet. 
A = area of piston in square inches. 
N = number of revolutions per minute. 
The engines are supposed to use steam ,at 125 pounds, boiler 
pressure. Increase in boiler pressure will give a proportionate 
increase in capacity of engine in either case. 
In addition, it should be remembered that durability is pro-
portional to weight, and that weight is cheap in first cost, 
that convenience in ·adjustment, simplicity ·of detail .and perfect 
lubricating devices are essential. 
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Engine foundations should be massive and well built. They 
should rest on hard and natural soil or rock, and the engine 
should be securely bolted thereto. 
Size of Engine.---:-Double the power required to drive the 
crusher or o!ther machinery. This margin is necessary to allow 
for friction and other losses in belts, shafting, etc., and leakage 
of engine due Ito wear in service or neglect. 
MINOR ITEMS. 
All live steam pipes land fittings and the tops of boilers should 
be thoroughly lagged with sectional non-conducting covering 
or its equivalent. Such covering, if ·of good quality, will last 
ten or fifteen years and will pay for itself in five years in the 
saving of heat that would otherwise be lost by radiation. It is 
important that the pipe covering should be applied with care 
in order to have the pipe completely covered by the covering, 
and not merely by the c·anvass wrapper. The latter should be 
thoroughly pasted down and the metal bands tightened. 
Self-oiling bearings or other continuous oiling devices and 
an oil filter will save their cost in a year and will last many 
years. 
When properly cared for, the leather belt is the most satis-
factory in the long run, but the writer believes that rope trans-
mission will be found to be adapted to quarry work, by the 
reason of its flexibility and its ability to endure exposure. 
Narrow double belts are better than wide single belts of the 
same weight. 
A belt speed of 3,000 feet per minute gives good results. At 
this speed a double belt, glued joints, one inch wide, will trans-
mit easily four to five horse power if the pull is steady and not 
jerky. 
A rope can be safely run at 4,500 feet per minute, and a one-
inch rope at this speed will transmit from a single groove pul-
ley not less than thirteen horse power. 
TRANSMISSION OF STEAM TO THE DRILLS. 
The steam main should be carried on posts with brackets and 
can be conveniently protected from rain and excessive conden-
sation by an inverted wooden trough covered at the joints with 
tar paper or equivalent. 
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The pipe should be supported every ,ten feet and should have 
if possible,a uniform grade in the direction of flow, of not less 
than one-half inch to ten fe et. When a rontinuous grade can-
not be obtained the low points should be provided with drips. 
The size of pipe for a given number of drills will .depend upon 
the steam required ,to operate them and upon ,the distance which 
the steam has ,to be carried. 
In a large plant, it will pay to put upa good steam line and 
to protect it with efficient covering, because wet steam will not 
drive a drill as economically as dry steam. If ,the steam reaches 
the drill wet the water should be "dripped" off before entering 
the drill. 
The steam should be shut off from ,the pipe line when the 
drills are not needed, 'as at night or any other considerable 
period of time. 
Gas Engine Power for Quarries. 
At present ,the gas engine is not sufficiently reliable for the 
uses ,of the quarry. The writer believes, however, that ,the gas 
engine will some day enter this field in those parts of Iowa 
where coal is expensive 'and ,that the power expense of quarry-
ing will thereby be materially reduced. With it will come the 
air compressor and 'air drill or the dynamo and the electric 
drill, both of which have been successful in mining operations. 
In this connection, attention is invited to certain tests made 
by the United States Geological Survey during the period of 
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition and at ,the government test-
ing plant established there. These tests can be studied in detail 
by referring to Bulletin No. 261, United States Geological Sur-
vey, obtainable through your Congressman, ,or by direct appli-
cation to ,the Survey at Washington. 
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B. T. U . per lb. AverageK. W. Dry coal per I» at switch-Dry Coal board K. W . hour 8 0 
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Alabama No. 2 ...... . ...... 12,555 13,365 158 148 5 .. 50 2 .21 2.48 
Colorado No. 1. .... . .... .. ..... 12,577 12,2~5 115 148 6.51 2 .30 2.83 
Illinois No.3 ..... ... . . . .. . . .... 12,857 13,041 147 148 5.85 2.·U 2.43 
Illinois No.4 .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,459 12,8:H 14.5 148 6 .47 
I 
2.37 2.73 
Indiana No. 1. .. . ... . .. ]3,377 13,0;:)7 163 U8 5 .. 56 2.60 2.H 
Indiana No. 2 .............. . . . . 12,452 12,953 142 I 
]49 5.8rj 2.08 2.81 
Indian Territory No.1 .......... 12,83~ 13,455 14:-l 152 5.H 2 .46 2 .21 
K entucky No.3 ................. Vl ,03li ]3,226 155 148 .5.68 2 .57 2 .21 
Missouri No. 2 ..... .. ....... .. .. 11,500 11,882 152 128 6 .62 2 .30 2.88 
West Virginia No. 1. ... .... . . .. H,]98 14 ,3~6 146 148 5 .25 2 .12 2.48 
W est Virginia No.4 ... . ... . .. . .. 14,002 14,202 157 148 4.87 1. 74 2.80 
W est Virginia No. 9 ............. 14,6]6 14,580 15~ 149 4 .66 2.14 
I 
2. ]8 
West Virginia No. 12 ............ 15 ,170 14,825 151 148 ±. 7f) 2 .02 2 .35 
Wyoming No .2 .......... : ...... 10,897 10,656 135 149 7.94 2.78 2 . 1:>5 
------------------
Averages . . .. .. .. . .. .. .... . ... 13,037 13, 192 .... , . ..... . .5.7] 2.29 
I 
2.49 
--
In the above 'table are shown the principal results of steam 
and producer g,as engine tests of certain soft coals, some of 
which are compamble with Iowa coals. Fourteen tests are 
here quoted. The favorable showing of the producer gas en-
gine in these tests is significant. -While it is true that the steam 
engine used was 'a simple non~c'ondensingengine having a 
"w3Jter-rate" of 23.6 pounds, it is also true -that the gas engine 
in the large sizes is still in an experimental s,tage, especially in 
those features of it-s des~gnandopera;tion which affec't its utility 
in plants where ,only o'l'dinary skill can be expected to be exer-
cised. 
Of the co'als lis,ted in the above table, Missouri No. 2 resembles 
most closely the Iowa ~oals-its principal proportions being 
Moisture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11 .60 
Carbon, volatile . . . .. ................. ' ': '' .. ......... . .. . . . .. .. :15.28 
Carbon, fixed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ...... . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3:-l . 28 
Ash .... . . ....... ... .............. .. . ................. . ....... . 14.84 
Sulphur. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.56 
Calorific value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ... ... . . . .... 11500 to 11882 
12 
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and the average of Iowa coals being 
Moisture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . .. ........ . . . . . ... ... . . ... ..... . . 13 .16 
Carbon , volatile . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33 .36 
Carbon, fixed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. ....... ' 39.69 
Ash . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . ... . . .... . . . . ... . . .. . . .. . .. ..... . . . . . .. . . .. 13 . 76 
Sulphur . . . . .. .. . . .......... . .... . . . . . .. . . .. . . ... . . .. . . . . .. .. .. 4.65 
Calorific value. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10019 to 11027 
"The high percentage ,of sulphur in the coal did not add to its 
value as a producer fuel," ,is a remark made in the government 
report in connection with these tests, which sentiment has been 
modified ID3Jterially in the view of later experience to which ref-
erence is had below. 
The lack of correspondence between the rela'tive values of the 
several coals in the table for steam and producer tests indica,tes 
that a given producer may be better adapted for handling a 
wide variety of coals ,than is a given boiler furnace. 
The table also shows ,tha:t for these Itests and eondihons the 
percentage ,saving in fuel of the producer over Ithe steam plant 
is greater for the poorer coalis , and thils i s an entirely reason-
able view because the volatile constituents of the coal in the pro-
ducer escape only thr,ough 'the engine ,cylinder in whi,~h their com-
bustion is quite completely effected; wherea s, with steam genera-
tion with volatile fuel s under a boiler, various and large pro-
portions of the volaJtile matter escape to the chimney unburned. 
The ,tests above quoted were largely in the nature of prelim-
inary tests and considerable difficuHies were met with in ob-
taining rehable results. 
In the year following the exposition, viz., 1905, bet'ter ar-
rangements were available for the tests, and ,the matter was 
again entered inrto much more thoroughly. A notable change 
in the conditions surro'unding the second series of tests was in 
their length. It was possible ,to secure continuous periods of 
opemtion for each test of from forty to sixty hours, which 
was no't possible in the earlier ,tests. 
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Dry Coal Per K. 
B. T . U. W. Hour . 
Samples Per lb. Ash Sulphur 
I 
Ratio 
Dry Coal Steam Pro-ducer 
Illinois No. 11 ................ 12762 16.0 4.6 7.13 2.40 2.98 
7 ................ 12730 18.9 4.15 5.85 -3.50 1.67 
8 ............ ... . 12020 11.6 4.64 7.41 2.31 3.20 
9 ..... .... .. ..... 12438 11.5 4.92 7.00 2.38 2.94 
10 .... ... . ........ 12929 10.6 1.35 7.70 1.95 3.95 
Washed 11 .. .............. 12348 10.8 2.09 6.02 1.82 3.32 
11 .. . ............. 13370 11.5 1.65 6.62 4.00 1.65 
13 .. .... . ......... 12600 10.2 1.66 6.12 2.14 2.87 
14 .. . . .. . ......... 12060 12.4 4.16 7.16 2.10 3.40 
15 .. .. ............ 11749 13.5 4.06 6.82 2.18 3.14 
16 ...... . .. . .. .. . . 12874 10.3 1.47 5.70 2.25 2.54 
18 ............ ... . 12970 10.0 4.59 6.40 2.03 3.15 
19 .. . ....... . ..... 13000 9.4 0.53 5.65 1.79 3.16 
Average...... .......... ............ ... ..... .... .... ............ .... ...... 2.92 
Indiana No. 5 . ........ .. .. ... 12600 11.5 5.00 6.41 2.20 2.92 
" " 6 .. . . . ...... . .... 12505 12.5 4.71 6.41 2.32 2.77 
Kansas No. 5 .......... ...... ......... 10.2 3.18 2.02 
Kentucky No. 5 ..... ... ........ 14500 4.0 0.47 4.83 1.79 . 2.69 
Dakota lignite .................. ......... 11 .4 3.54 2.55 
West Virginia . ....... . ........ . 14500 3.5 0.82 4.64 1.36 3.41 
Wyoming ... . ................. . 10518 15.3 7.36 7.96 2.40 3.31 
Brazil. ...... .. . . ... . ......... , 9900 23.4 2.94 8.85 3.12 2.84 
Average except Illinois.. . .... .... .... . . .. .... .... .... ... . .... .... .... ... . 2.99 
Average of all................ ... ..... ............... ..... . ........... .... 2.93 
The preceding table g,ives "a comparative summary ofa num-
ber of soft coals Itested in 1905, both on the steam plant and the 
producer plant. The results are very interesting and confirm 
in a general way the advantages of the producer plant indicated 
by the earlier tests. In the earlier tests, 'as ,shown in the first 
table, the rrutio of economy of the producer to the ,s'team plant 
w.as 2.49. In the tests of 1905, ,the averag'e ratio for the Illi-
nois coals w.as 2.92, ,and for sundry other coals used, 2.99, ,and ~ 
for the nineteen coals as shown in the second 'table, the average " . 
was 2.93. 
The following summary ,of the 1905 tests is taken from Bul-
letin No. 290, United States Geological Survey. 
"The results of the majority of the ,tes'ts have been exceed-
ingly gratifying, official records having been made as low as 
0.95 pound of dry coal per hour burned in the producer per 
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electrical horsepower developed 'at :the switchboard, or 0.80 
pound of dry coal per hour burned in the producer per brake 
horsepower, 'on ,the basis of an assumed efficiency of 85 per cent 
for generator and belt. 
"Throughout ,the tests a constant -effort has been made to do 
away with unnecessary appliances. This effort has furnished 
valuable and interesting information and has centered wtten-
tion ,on several radioal changes in the details of producer gas 
plant cons,truction. 
"It was found at an early da'te ,that more or less sulphur 
was passing the purifier ,and entering the engine cylinders. 
Investi~ations by the chemists showed that purifiers consis,ting 
of oxidized iron filings 'and shavings are fairly efficient for co'als 
containing little sulphur-1 per cent or less; but it was found 
that for coals containing larger percentages of sulphur the 
purifier became completely exhausted after about six or eight 
_ hours. Mixtures of lime and shavings were tried, but with 
little success. As a result of ;these investig,ations, the purifier 
has been discarded, and the gas, carrying its full percentage of 
sulphur, has been charged directly into rthe engine cylindel1s. 
This method of operating has been going on for many months, 
and no ill effects have been discovered, though coal has been 
used containing as high las 8.1 per cent of sulphur. 
" 'One feaohue of the plant as installed was the economizer, 
used for preheating the air for the bla t. A series of experi-
ments has shown no effect on the c'hemical composition of the gas 
or on the efficiency of ,the plant when air a,t ordinary ,atmospheric 
temperature was substituted for preheated air. As a result the 
economizer, ,as an ,economizer, bJas been discarded, and the con-
struction of ,the plant again simplified. 
"Other modifications and changes are under investiga'tion at 
the present time, the most important, fr'om an economic stand-
point, relwting to ,the utilization of slack coal in producers." 
In laddition ,to ,the above ,the writer presents the principal re-
sults of a test of a hard cO'al producer gas engine made under his 
direction, in the spring -of 1906. The engine was 'a ,three-cylinder, 
vertical, Fairbanks :Morse engine, using gas generruted from an-
thracite pea co'al in a suction g3ls producer, also manufactured by 
the Fairbanks Morse Co. The unit is rruted art 150 brake horse-
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power at 250 revolutions per minute, and was guaranteed ,to give 
one brake horsepower hour for not -to exceed one and one-half 
pounds of anthracite pea cOlal for all lo,adsabove seventy-five 
brake horsepower. . 
Revolutions per Brake load, horse- Pounds coal (as fired) Cost per brake horse-per brake horsepower power hour at S6.00 minute power per hour per ton 
250 40.1 1.511 $0.00453 
250 82.7 1.157 .00347 
250 156.9 0.999 '.00299 
Two tests were also made on this -engine under ,s-ervice condi-
tions, viz.: belted to a 75 K. W. -aHerna'ting current generator. 
In -addition to the lighting load, electrically driven pumpmg 
machinery can be oper3ited from 'thi,s 'genemtor. 
Fig. 6 shows the lOlad curve (A) during a service run with 
lighting load only and the load curve (B) for the combined load, 
the usual oper3iting condrtions, s'tand-by losses included.. I 
At $6.00 per ton ,the cost -of fuel per K . W. hour at the,switch-
board' for the load A was $.01207 including fuel for banking and 
star,ting, and for the load B Wias $.00639 including also th~ stand-
by loss-es. ,,' 
Soft coal from Illinois which was used f-or a Corliss ~ngine 
unit in the same plant cost $3.40 per ton. 
F 'or the purpose of comparison with 'vhiil test, we may consider 
the case ,of a simple Corliss engine -similar to that used in the 
government tests at St. Louis. The average coal consumption 
of -that engine, ,according to table on page 177, was 5.71 pounds 
per K. 'vV. hour. If this coal cost $3.00 per ton the cost of the 
coal per K. W. hour would be $0.0085, which can be compared 
directly with ,the values given in connection with the Algona test. 
It is difficult at ,this time to prediCit the immediJate future -of the 
producer gas engine, but the wr~ter believes that ,this type of 
prime mover is destined to be a formidable riv:aJ, of the steam 
engine, and -as the price of fuel increases ,the field for the pro-
ducer gas €mgine will enlarge. At pre'sent ,there is a question 
whether it will pay ,to ins,tall a pr~<wqer gas ~ngine where coal 
is cheap. The only advantage would be Ithe .'compliance ,with the 
" 
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smoke reguLation, but as a financial proposition it may be stated 
that owing to the fact ,thwt a producer g'as engine installation 
costs probably from 50 per cent to 60 per cent more than a 
steam engine pliant which would be its alternate, it will not pay 
to consider ihe installation of ihe gas producer plant with coal 
costing $1.25 or less per ton. 
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FIG. 6-Test of producer gas 'engine. 
A.-Load curve of Algona producer gas engine, Mar. 15-16, '06. 
Fourteen hour test. Output 403 K. W. hours. 
Anthracite pea coal per K . W. H. = 4.10 Ibs. 
F uel cost per K . W. H. = $0.0123. 
Load factor 18 per cent. 
B.-Load curve of Algona producer gas engine, Mar. 16-17, '06. 
Twelve hour test . Output 589 K. W. hours . 
Anthracite pea coal per K. W . H. = 2.23 Ibs. 
Fuel cost per K. W . H. = $0.00699. 
Load factor 27 per cent. 
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The question of ,the mechanical and operative advantages and 
disadvantages of the gas engine will not be discussed here except 
to say that there is no reason why the g'as engine can not be used 
satisfactorily for the generation of electrical current for lig-ht, 
pumping and power. 

